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Title: “Nestle Philippines, Inc. v. Benny A. Puedan, Jr., et al.”

Facts:
The case of Nestle Philippines, Inc. (NPI) v. Benny A. Puedan, Jr., et al., emerged from a set
of events that began with the respondents’ (Benny A. Puedan, Jr. and others) employment by
Ocho de Septiembre, Inc. (ODSI), who were then tasked with selling various NPI products.
The respondents sought to be regularized under NPI but were instructed to sign contracts
with ODSI instead. Refusal to do so led to their termination.

Respondents  claimed  ODSI  was  a  labor-only  contractor,  making  them  de  facto  NPI
employees, and contended their dismissal was without just cause. ODSI countered, claiming
it was an independent company that incurred business losses, thus leading to operation
cessation and respondents’ floating status rather than dismissal. NPI did not participate nor
submit a position paper during the labor proceedings.

The Labor Arbiter initially dismissed the complaint for lack of merit but imposed nominal
damages and attorney’s fees against ODSI and NPI. Subsequently, the NLRC reversed the
ruling, holding ODSI to be a labor-only contractor and NPI the true employer, awarding
separation pay and nominal damages plus attorney’s fees. Both respondents and NPI filed
unsuccessful motions for reconsideration with the NLRC.

NPI elevated the case to the Court of Appeals (CA), arguing it was deprived of due process
and that no employer-employee relationship existed. The CA affirmed the NLRC decision.
NPI then moved for reconsideration, but it was denied, hence the Supreme Court (SC)
petition.

Issues:
1. Was NPI accorded due process in the labor tribunals?
2. Is ODSI a labor-only contractor of NPI, therefore making NPI the true employer and liable
for the monetary claims of the respondents?

Court’s Decision:
The SC found that NPI was provided due process since it had received copies of complaints
and  pleadings,  though  it  failed  to  respond.  Despite  this,  the  Court  clarified  that  any
procedural due process defect had been cured through NPI’s motions for reconsideration
and CA petition.

On the substantive issue, the SC reversed the CA’s and NLRC’s findings. It held that ODSI
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was  not  a  labor-only  contractor;  instead,  it  had  a  seller-buyer  relationship  with  NPI.
Provisions  in  the  Distributorship  Agreement  did  not  sufficiently  demonstrate  that  NPI
controlled  ODSI’s  business  operations.  Therefore,  NPI  couldn’t  be  considered the  true
employer and was not jointly and severally liable for the respondents’ monetary claims.

Doctrine:
A business entity is not a labor-only contractor if it has an independent business and does
not rely on the control of the principal entity. To ascertain the nature of a contractor’s
relationship with a principal, control over the performance of the work contracted must be
examined beyond contractual  stipulations.  If  an agreement does not  control  or  fix  the
method of operation of the contractor’s business, the principal cannot be considered the
employer of the contractor’s workers.

Class Notes:
– Employee regularization: Circumstances under which a contractor will be considered a
labor-only contractor, rendering the principal employer liable for regularization.
– Due process in administrative proceedings: Right to be heard and defend oneself; formal
hearings not always necessary; not equated with due process in the strict judicial sense.
– Labor-only contracting vs. Independent contracting: Importance of control over business
operations and method.
–  Employer-employee  relationship:  Criteria  for  determining  the  existence  of  such  a
relationship, specifically the control test.
–  Curing  due  process  defects:  The  opportunity  to  be  heard  through  motions  for
reconsideration or appeal can rectify procedural due process concerns.

Historical Background:
This case illustrates the complexities involved in contractual relationships in the Philippines’
labor  law  context,  highlighting  how  delineations  between  labor-only  contracting  and
independent contracting can affect the determination of employer liability for employee
claims.  It  also  demonstrates  how due process  principles  operate  within  administrative
proceedings and the significance of the business’s right to refute charges against it.


